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ABSTRACT
This study presents amended procedures to process and map data collected by pressure-sensor-equipped
inverted echo sounders (PIESs) in western boundary current regions. The modifications to the existing
methodology, applied to observations of the Kuroshio from a PIES array deployed northeast of Luzon,
Philippines, consist of substituting a hydrography-based mean travel time field for the PIES-based mean field
and using two distinct gravest empirical mode (GEM) lookup tables across the front that separate water
masses of South China Sea and North Pacific origin. In addition, this study presents a method to use time-
mean velocities from acoustic Doppler current profilers (ADCPs) to reference (or ‘‘level’’) the PIES-
recorded pressures in order to obtain time series of absolute geostrophic velocity. Results derived from the
PIES observations processed with the hydrography-based mean field and two GEMs are compared with
hydrographic profiles sampled by Seagliders during the PIES observation period and with current velocity
measured concurrently by a collocated ADCP array. The updated processing scheme leads to a 41% error
decrease in the determination of the thermocline depth across the current, a 22% error decrease in baroclinic
current velocity shear, and a 61% error decrease in baroclinic volume transports. The absolute volume
transport time series derived from the leveled PIES array compares well with that obtained directly from
the ADCPs with a root-mean-square difference of 3.0 Sv (1 Sv[ 106m3 s–1), which is mainly attributed to the
influence of ageostrophic processes on the ADCP-measured velocities that cannot be calculated from the
PIES observations.
1. Introduction
The inverted echo sounder (IES) and pressure-sensor-
equipped inverted echo sounder (PIES) have been used
for nearly three decades for studies of the thermocline
depth (e.g., Watts and Rossby 1977) and geostrophic
currents and transports (e.g., Book et al. 2002), and are
particularly well suited for studies of western boundary
currents. A PIES sits on the seabed and measures the
time-varying pressure and the time-varying round-trip
time (t) for an acoustic pulse to travel between the in-
strument and the sea surface. In many regions—because
of the dependence of sound speed on temperature, sa-
linity, and pressure—there is a strong relationship be-
tween t and the vertical structure of hydrographic
properties; therefore, t can be used to infer profiles of
temperature and specific volume anomaly through the
use of gravest empirical mode (GEM) lookup tables
(Meinen and Watts 2000; Sun and Watts 2001; Watts
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et al. 2001). Subsequently, profiles of geostrophic ve-
locity shear and relative geostrophic volume transport
between pairs of instruments can be calculated with the
thermal wind equations. Using the time-varying pres-
sure differences between instruments, these relative
shears and transports can be made absolute after a
process called ‘‘leveling’’ via a suitable reference ve-
locity, typically measured by a near-bottom current
meter just above the benthic boundary layer (e.g.,
Andres et al. 2008; Donohue et al. 2010).
The t data may be mapped between instrument sites
using an objectivemappingmethod (e.g., Donohue et al.
2010 derived from Bretherton et al. 1976). However,
errors associated with the GEM lookup table,
t measurement and processing steps, and this mapping
procedure may each influence the full-depth hydro-
graphic profiles derived from t. Consequently, the PIES
data–derived horizontal density gradients and vertical
shears of the horizontal currents contain errors. These in
turn propagate to errors in the current velocity magni-
tude, structure, and volume transports estimates. The
procedures presented in the following are developed to
minimize these errors.
As part of a joint U.S.–Taiwan study to observe the
variability of the western boundary current in the
western North Pacific, the Kuroshio, three types of in-
struments were deployed from June 2012 to June 2013 to
measure the hydrographic properties and current ve-
locities northeast of Luzon, Philippines. The concurrent
measurements carried out by PIESs, Seagliders, and
acoustic Doppler current profilers (ADCPs) along
18.758N provide a unique opportunity to compare the
PIES-derived results with those directly measured by
the other instruments. The comparison motivates the
improved processing and mapping techniques described
here. The techniques are useful, since the study region
presents several challenges for the use of PIESs to es-
tablish the Kuroshio’s mean and time-varying velocity
structure and transport: a large bathymetric slope across
the mooring array, sparse historical hydrographic data,
and the presence of different water masses of South
China Sea and North Pacific origin in the study region.
Since some of these characteristics are common to other
regions along the Kuroshio path from the Philippines to
south of Japan, the techniques derived here have wider
applicability beyond the array east of Luzon. Further-
more, this study demonstrates the benefit of combining
multiple observational platforms in a field program to
leverage the different data types.
In this study, we build on the methodology of
Donohue et al. (2010) and adapt this to achieve im-
proved accuracy in the estimates of time-varying den-
sity structure and baroclinic velocities (and baroclinic
transports) derived from the PIES t data east of Luzon.
We also obtain estimated absolute velocities (and ab-
solute transports) from the PIES t and pressure data by
modifying the leveling method (Andres et al. 2008;
Donohue et al. 2010) to use velocities from upper-ocean
upward-looking ADCPs instead of velocities from near-
bottom current meters. We evaluate the original and
amended processing schemes by comparing the PIES-
derived quantities (hydrographic structure, velocity
profiles, and volume transports) with those derived from
the Seaglider and ADCP data (i.e., ‘‘reference mea-
surements’’). A description of the PIES original and
amended processing procedures is provided in section 2.
Section 3 compares PIES data with the reference mea-
surements. Section 4 discusses the effects of the amen-
ded procedures and the discrepancies between the PIES
and reference data. A summary and conclusions are
provided in section 5.
2. Data and methodology
a. Data collection
The instruments deployed as part of the joint U.S.–
Taiwan research projects Origins of the Kuroshio and
Mindanao Current (OKMC) and Observations of Kur-
oshio Transports and Variabilities (OKTV) consisted of
an array of PIESs, an array of ADCP moorings, and
Seaglider transects northeast of Luzon along 18.758N to
obtain continuous observations of the Kuroshio near its
origin. The ADCP array included six subsurface moor-
ings (M line) spanning 80km between 122.108 and
122.878E with moorings separated by ;16km (yellow
squares in Fig. 1). The moorings were deployed from
June 2012 to June 2013 and each one, M1–M6, included
an upward-looking 75-kHzADCP at;450-m depth that
measured horizontal velocities to within 50m of the sea
surface. The instruments sampled every 90 s, and the
data were averaged into 15-min ensembles in 8-m ver-
tical bins. These ADCPs directly measured the time-
varying Kuroshio velocities in this region for the first
time (Lien et al. 2014).
Concurrently, about 7 km farther north, along
18.818N, four PIESs (H1–H4) were deployed across the
Kuroshio between 122.008 and 123.008E, at about 30-km
spacing, and a fifth instrument (H5) was moored at
19.108N, 122.588E,;30km downstream of the main line
of PIESs (green triangles in Fig. 1). The PIESs recorded
t and pressure every 10min and data were processed to
provide hourly measurements (Kennelly et al. 2007).
The t measurements at H3 were noisy and are therefore
not analyzed here, though the pressure record from this
site is of good quality and is included in the analysis.
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During the 7-month period from November 2012 to
May 2013, two Seagliders measured continuously tem-
perature and salinity profiles, nominally along 18.758N,
between 121.88 and 123.28E. The gliders were equipped
with a CTD and sampled every 8 s, completing a profile
from the surface to a maximum depth of 1000m, four to
five times a day. The resulting horizontal and vertical
resolutions were ;5–10km and ;5m, respectively.
Figure 1 also shows the locations of the Seaglider dives
(red bullets).
b. Standard processing to obtain relative velocity
profiles
1) PROCESSING ROUTINE
The first step of PIES processing is to develop the
region’s GEM lookup tables. The GEM is typically built
using all hydrographic profiles available near a study
area. A synthetic t between the sea surface and a ref-
erence pressure level is calculated for each of these
profiles as
t
index
5 2
ð0
pindex
1
gr(S,T,P)c(S,T,P)
dP , (1)
where r and c are the water density and the sound speed
in seawater, respectively, as functions of temperature T,
salinity S, and pressure P; g is the gravitational accel-
eration; and pindex is the reference level below which the
variance of the hydrographic properties is low.
For the PIES array east of Luzon, a total of 1590 Sea-
glider profiles and 117 historical CTD and Argo float
profiles (blue bullets in Fig. 1) acquired within 18.678–
19.258N, 121.678–123.58E are used to build theGEM. The
reference level, which is set to 800dbar (i.e., tindex5 t800)
to include a high number of hydrographic profiles, is
well below the region’s pycnocline, ;300-m depth
(Tsai et al. 2015). A cubic spline relation between
synthetic tindex [calculated from each cast’s hydro-
graphic data and Eq. (1)] and observed temperature is
fitted, separately, at levels from the surface to
4000 dbar and at 10-dbar intervals, establishing the
lookup table between t800 and the vertical profiles of
temperature (Meinen and Watts 2000). The same op-
eration is repeated for the specific volume anomaly,
whose profiles were previously calculated from the
measured pressure, temperature, and salinity.
The method routinely employed to process PIESs’
t data so they can be used with these lookup tables (e.g.,
Donohue et al. 2010) includes 1) subtracting the nons-
teric contribution of the tide from the measured travel
time; 2) converting the t measured at the instrument’s
level to the reference level used in the GEM, tindex;
3) removing a residual t generated by the variations of
the seasonal thermocline (Tracey andWatts 1986;Watts
et al. 2001); and 4) calculating daily averages of tindex for
each PIES site. Each daily-averaged tindex is sub-
sequently mapped through an optimal interpolation
scheme derived from Bretherton et al. (1976).
Northeast of Luzon the spacing between adjacent
PIESs is about 30–40 km, and 10 km is chosen here as the
horizontal scale for gridding tindex. The gridding process
is carried out iteratively, with separate mappings for a
mean field and a residual field, with the latter based
on empirically determined correlation length scales
(Andres et al. 2008; Donohue et al. 2010). The two fields
are added to provide the final time-varying mapped
fields. The time-varying mapped tindex is then converted
through the GEM to full-depth hydrographic profiles,
yielding daily cross sections of specific volume anomaly
FIG. 1. PIES and ADCP arrays northeast of Luzon; Seaglider dives and historical casts used for
building the GEM lookup table and the Seaglider-based mean t field.
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and temperature profiles at 10-km resolution across the
Kuroshio. Subsequently, the specific volume anomaly at
each grid cell is vertically integrated to calculate the
baroclinic velocity relative to the reference level (e.g.,
800 dbar) using
V
BC
(P
z
, x
n
)5
ðPz
Pbot
d(x
n13
) dP2
ðPz
Pbot
d(x
n23
) dP
fL
, (2)
where Pz is the pressure at any given depth z (Pbot being
the bottom pressure), d is the specific volume anomaly,
L is the distance between the grid cell at xn13 and xn23,
(n is the gridcell zonal index for the 10-km-spaced grid),
f is the Coriolis parameter, and dP 5 1 dbar.
2) ERROR SOURCES IN THE STANDARD PROCESS
For PIESs deployed in the Kuroshio Extension region
east of Japan, the combined errors associated with the
t processing were found to yield an uncertainty of;1ms
(Donohue et al. 2010), and the conversion from
t measured by an instrument to tindex accounted for the
largest source of this uncertainty (0.7ms). The standard
procedure for the conversion involves finding a re-
lationship between the t at the depth of a given in-
strument tinstrument and the tindex. This relationship is
often, but not necessarily, linear and follows the form
t
index
5 a
1
t
instrument
1 a
0
. (3)
The slope a1 is determined by calculating both tinstrument
and tindex from historical hydrographic profiles. The
offset a0 is obtained from a hydrographic profile sam-
pled during the PIES deployment, and is defined as the
difference between the tindex measured through the
hydrocast (later called tCTD) and a1tinstrument obtained
concurrently by PIES. In the case when several hydro-
graphic profiles are available during the PIES’s de-
ployment, an offset that minimizes the difference
between tCTD and tindex is calculated, and the sum of
squared residuals is defined as
5ftCTD(i)2 [a1tinstrument(i)1 a0(i)]g2 . (4)
The error associated with the steps described in Eqs. (3)
and (4) stems from the mismatch in the location and
timing of the PIES measurement and the hydrographic
cast, and measurement errors. Measurement errors
comprise both the errors in the temperature, conduc-
tivity, pressure observations from the CTD, and in
pressure and t recorded by the PIES.
In addition to these error sources is an error associ-
ated with the unaccounted t variability between the
reference depth of tindex and the instrument depth. This
error may be large for cases where an instrument is lo-
cated far deeper than the reference depth, such as H4.
The bias error in tindex at the instrument sites propagates
as an error in the gridded results through the mapping of
the mean field. A higher number of deep hydrographic
casts (to determine a1) and of casts reaching at least to
the reference depth during the deployment (to de-
termine a0) can increase the accuracy, but one of the
challenges presented by the study region northeast of
Luzon is the limited number of hydrographic profiles
that reach to the depths of the deepest instruments. This
makes the conventional t conversion process at station
H4, which exceeds 4000-m depth, particularly suscepti-
ble to error.
In addition to the errors associated with conversion to
tindex, themapping itself may also constitute a significant
source of error. In the objective mapping process, the
time mean of each PIES record is first removed prior to
mapping the daily residual field. A tmean PIES field is
determined by linearly interpolating the time-averaged
tindex of each PIES site onto a 10-km grid [in our case we
use the Barnes interpolation (Barnes 1964) to include
the northernmost station, H5, in the interpolation cal-
culations], and this is subsequently added to the objec-
tively mapped residual field to produce the final daily
maps of tindex. If the instrument spacing is large relative
to the distance over which the time-mean pycnocline
slope varies, then smoothing between instrument pairs
will prevent accurate calculation of the baroclinic ve-
locities in sharp frontal areas such as those typical of
western boundary currents. This is the case along the
Kuroshio, as the front separating South China Sea wa-
ters from North Pacific waters spans around a O(101)
km width (Mensah et al. 2014; Jan et al. 2015), which is
roughly 2–3 times shorter than the typical spacing of
PIES instruments.
Finally, in addition to the errors in converting from
t to tindex and the mapping errors, the GEM lookup
tables (Fig. 2a) include some uncertainty as illustrated in
Fig. 2b, which displays the root-mean-square (rms) error
of the temperature GEM as a function of depth and
tindex. The rms error is defined as the difference, in each
tindex and depth bin, between the GEM-inferred tem-
perature and the temperature actually measured by a
CTD cast or Seaglider dive. The largest discrepancies
are found in the range of 1.0575–1.0600 s within the
upper 200m, and reach 28C. Relatively large errors up to
18C persist within the upper 300m for lower t values.
Below these depths, the errors are mostly uniform and
generally do not exceed 0.58C.
Some of the errors in the GEM lookup tables for
the region near Luzon are likely due to the different
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water masses present within the region. Indeed, the
area northeast of Luzon communicates with the South
China Sea via the Babuyan Channel. Waters of South
China Sea (North Pacific) origin are observed west
(east) of 122.38E (Lien et al. 2015, their Fig. 5). Be-
tween ;100 and ;300m, South China Sea Tropical
Water (SCSTW) is colder and fresher than the North
Pacific Tropical Water (NPTW) transported by the
Kuroshio (Mensah et al. 2014). Conversely, between
400 and 800m, South China Sea Intermediate Water
(SCSIW) is saltier than the North Pacific In-
termediate Water (NPIW) (Chen and Wang 1998;
Chen 2005; Mensah et al. 2015) and slightly warmer
below 600m (Figs. 3a and 3b). These different water
masses yield similar tindex values for quite distinct
hydrographic profiles, resulting in the higher error
described above.
c. Modifications to the standard process
1) MAPPING tINDEX BASED ON REGIONAL
HYDROGRAPHY
To mitigate the errors outlined above that arise from
the standard t conversion and mapping processes, we
adopt two modifications to the processing routine: 1) we
modify the mapping and 2) we generate two separate
GEMs for the areas influenced by different water
masses. First, in the mapping step, a mean tindex field
derived from historical hydrographic profiles is
substituted for the mean tindex field obtained by simply
interpolating between the PIES [section 2b(1)]. This
modification therefore bypasses the errors associated
with the t conversion [Eq. (3)]. In addition, the spatial
resolution of the mean field will be improved, as the
FIG. 2. (a) Full-domain temperatureGEM and (b) its rms error; (c) temperature difference, (d) normalized temperature difference, and
(e) rms error difference between the western GEM and the full-domain GEM. (f)–(h) As in (c)–(e), but for the difference between the
eastern GEM and the full-domain GEM. In subsequent estimates, the GEM in (a) is used for the tmean SG case, whereas the western and
eastern GEMs are used in the tmean SG_EW estimates.
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tindex value in each grid cell is calculated from actual
data instead of being the result of a linear interpolation
between PIES instruments separated by ;30km. We
therefore expect that the density gradients across the
PIES array will be better represented.
Two different hydrography-based mean fields are
tested for the region northeast of Luzon. A mean field
based on all hydrographic data (Seaglider, Argo, and
ship-based casts), tmean SG, is calculated from the tindex
of all the hydrographic casts used to establish the GEM.
Since this dense hydrographic dataset northeast of Lu-
zon is dominated by the influence of Seaglider data
taken during the PIES experiment (which may not be
available for other PIES field programs), we also
calculate a mean t field using only an ‘‘historical’’
dataset (tmeanHist), which includes the 117 historical
casts, supplemented by 39 randomly picked Seaglider
profiles. In this historical dataset, just enough Seaglider
profiles are included to increase the data density such
that there are about eight profiles within a 15-km di-
ameter of each grid point. These fields are compared to
the tmean PIES, that is, the PIES-based mean tindex
(section 2b).
For both of these hydrography-based mean fields,
tmean SG and tmean Hist, the optimum zonal xr and me-
ridional yr smoothing length scales for the Barnes
interpolation are chosen according to the method de-
scribed in the appendix. The hydrography-based mean
fields (tmean SG or tmean Hist) and tmean PIES fields have
marked differences. In particular, the t value at H4
differs by 0.7ms between the tmean PIES and tmean SG
fields (Figs. 4a and 4c), which is likely due to a large
error in determining the PIES tindex at this location,
where few full-depth hydrographic profiles are available
for the standard t conversion process [i.e., a1 in Eq. (3) is
not well constrained].
2) SEPARATE GEMS ACROSS THE WATER MASS
FRONT
The second adaptation in the processingmethod is the
use of separate GEMs for the eastern and western re-
gions of the array to reduce the GEM-induced error in
converting tindex to hydrographic profiles northeast of
Luzon. Two GEMs are generated from the combined
Seaglider and historical cast datasets: one is an eastern
GEM with data selected between 122.38 and 123.58E,
which includes 1231 profiles; and the other is a western
GEM comprising 476 profiles located between 121.758
and 122.38E.
These two GEMs are noticeably different from the
single GEM as illustrated by Fig. 2c–h. The temperature
difference between thewesternGEMand the full-domain
FIG. 3. (a) Averaged temperature and (b) salinity measured by the Seaglider along 18.758N
between November 2012 and May 2013.
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GEM (Fig. 2c) exhibits sharp contrasts for the range
1.0565 s # tindex # 1.0580 s, with large negative values
at depths of tropical waters, and positive values at
the intermediate (and surface) water depths. These
differences imply that the westernGEM includes mostly
the South China Seawater profiles with their colder
tropical waters and warmer intermediate waters, as
suggested in Fig. 5 of Lien et al. (2015). Conversely,
FIG. 4. Mean t field calculated from (a) PIES time series, (b) historical hydrographic data, and
(c) Seaglider complemented with historical data.
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subtracting the full-domain GEM from the eastern
GEM (Fig. 2f) yields broad variations in the range
1.057 s # tindex # 1.059 s. The positive (negative) dif-
ference at the depths of the tropical (intermediate)
water demonstrates that the eastern GEM includes
mostly waters of North Pacific origin. Moreover, the
normalized temperature differences (Figs. 2d and 2g)—
calculated at each depth as the temperature difference
divided by the temperature range at this level—are high
below 500m. Similarly, because horizontal differences
in specific volume anomaly are also found (not shown),
the current shear at large depths inferred from tindex
should be greatly impacted by the splitting of the GEMs
into eastern and western subregions.
As a result of these property distributions, the lookup
tables’ uncertainty is impacted, with the GEM rms error
considerably lower for both the eastern and western
GEMs (as compared to the single GEM) between 100
and 300m, that is, the largest error band (Figs. 2e and
2h). For the western GEM, larger errors appear in
patches in the upper 80m, yet over the whole t domain
and between the surface and 800-m depth, the error
decreases (relative to the single GEM) on average by
38% for the western GEM and 37% for the eastern
GEM. This marked improvement supports the use of
separate GEMs in this frontal region. Similar patterns
and corrections are also obtained for the specific volume
anomaly GEMs (not shown). The two-GEM solution is
implemented northeast of Luzon by converting the
mapped daily tindex west of 122.28E to temperature
profiles (and specific volume anomaly profiles) with the
western GEM, and east of 122.48E with the eastern
GEM. The profiles of the remaining grid cell at 122.38E
are obtained by linear interpolation of the profiles west
and east of this cell.
Note that another multiple-GEM technique has been
devised by Park et al. (2005). In that case, the multi-
index GEM procedure addressed the issue of important
temporal variability in the mixed layer depth of the
southwestern Sea of Japan/East Sea. Here two sets of
GEM tables were used alternatively based on climato-
logical information. This led to a strong decrease in the
error associated with the GEM temperature and specific
volume anomaly fields. In our study region, the spatial
rather than temporal variability dominates, supporting
our use of geographically separated GEMs.
d. Absolute velocities and transports obtained by
leveling PIESs with ADCPs
Horizontal gradients in specific volume anomaly
profiles, whether inferred from PIESs and the GEMs or
whether measured directly (e.g., by a Seaglider, Argo
float, or shipboard cast), can be used to calculate the
geostrophic velocity shear VBC between hydrographic
profiles relative to a reverence level (e.g., 800 dbar) us-
ing Eq. (2). To make these velocity shears absolute,
however, a reference geostrophic velocity at some level
must be known; an absolute velocity can be inferred
from the horizontal pressure gradient along a suitable
geopotential surface. Since PIESs generally cannot be
deployed onto a common geopotential surface (e.g.,
northeast of Luzon, the depth of neighboring PIESs
differed by up to 2500m), it is first necessary to level the
PIESs’ pressure sensors. Through leveling, neighboring
pressure records are projected onto a common geo-
potential surface.
In previous applications, deep current sensors near
the PIESs provided the reference velocity used to level
the PIESs (e.g., Watts et al. 2001). In the experiment
northeast of Luzon, the ADCP array, with its upward-
looking ADCPs at 450-m depth, provides suitable ve-
locities for the PIES leveling procedure. The timemeans
of the ADCP-measured velocities at 400-m depth are
chosen, since this is sufficiently deep to avoid a time-
mean ageostrophic velocity associated with a surface
Ekman layer. Results of a sensitivity test (not shown)
suggest that the leveling and the resulting absolute ve-
locity estimates are insensitive to the choice of ADCP
velocities from depths between 350 and 450m. The
procedure is demonstrated in Fig. 5 specifically for the
velocities between instruments H1 and H2, but it is
representative of the procedure applied across the
Kuroshio.
The region’s GEMs use a reference level of 800 dbar,
so H1 and H2 must be leveled to find VAbs(t, 800), the
time-varying absolute geostrophic velocity at z5 800m.
Here z is a geopotential (level) surface, and it is assumed
that there is negligible shear between the 800-dbar
pressure surface and the 800-m geopotential surface.
In practice, the geopotential levels at which the PIES
instruments are deployed (i.e., z52d1 and z52d2 for
H1 and H2, respectively) cannot be known exactly. But
they are each time invariant, since the PIESs are fixed
relative to the seabed.
Assuming geostrophy and considering the time mean
over a period T,
V
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1
rfl
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
T
t50
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2
(t)2 p
1
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2
1
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
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2di
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(t, z)] dz . (5)
Here p2 and p1 are the pressures measured by the PIESs
at H1 and H2, which are separated by a horizontal dis-
tance l. The vertical distance D is between H2 and H1
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(i.e., D 5 d2 2 d1), and « is a small correction term re-
lated to the very deep shear. Together, the first three
terms on the RHS give the time-mean absolute velocity
at z5 d1 at a location betweenH1 andH2,VAbs(d1). The
final term on the RHS is the time-mean shear between
800m and z 5 d1; this term can be determined from
t measured at H1 and H2, the GEMs, and Eq. (2).
The error term in Eq. (5) « accounts for the shear
between d1 and d2 at H2. Though there is weak strati-
fication in the deep ocean, the deep shear here can be
nonnegligible, particularly if D is large. It is given by
«5
1
T

T
t50
ð2d1
2d2
›[V
BC
(t, z)]
›z
dz . (6)
Although the mean of the deep shear is nonnegligible, its
variation in time is neglected here (since D is constant).
The term VAbs(800) is also related to the ADCP-
measured velocity at 400m and the shallow shear.
Again, considering the time mean (and assuming that
the ageostrophic contributions to the ADCP-measured
velocity are canceled by the averaging),
V
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
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t50
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1
1
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ð2400m
2800m
›[V
BC
(t, z)]
›z
dz . (7)
Here, the first term on the RHS is from the time-mean
ADCP record and the second term is the time-mean
shear between 400 and 800m determined from
t measured at H1 and H2 and the GEMs.
Combining Eqs. (5) and (7) leaves only two terms
that cannot be determined by the PIESs’ and ADCP’s
time-mean records. These two terms are combined
into a time-invariant leveling constant relating H1 and
H2, LC. For convenience the term is cast so it also in-
cludes the time means of the PIESs’ pressure records,
p1 and p2:
LC5 p
2
2 p
1
2 r
0
gD2 «rfL (8)
In fact, the « term is of O(1023 2 1022)m s21 and may
not be accurately determined because of uncertainty in
theGEM. LC is calculated iteratively instead. The initial
term LCt is obtained through the combination of Eqs.
(5) and (7) omitting «:
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« is subsequently determined as the difference between
this first estimate of leveled PIES velocity and the
ADCP velocity:
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Equation (8) is subsequently solved. With this LC
determined from the time-mean t and ADCP re-
cords, the time-varying reference velocity between
H1 and H2 can now be calculated from PIESs’
pressure and t observations (without relying on the
time-varying ADCP record, which might include
ageostrophic contributions in the instantaneous
measurements):
FIG. 5. Schematic of the leveling procedure leading to the de-
termination of absolute velocity current between PIES instruments
H1 and H2. The procedure involves the use of PIES pressure and
baroclinic current shear, and a reference velocity provided by
an ADCP.
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While « accounts for the time-averaged inaccuracies
resulting from the unaccounted shear between D1 and
D2, it does not correct the time-varying errors such as
those arising from the drift of the PIES pressure sensor.
We recommend that prior to applying the leveling pro-
cedure, pressure drift should be corrected according to
the method described in Kennelly et al. (2007).
3. Evaluating the processing schemes
To evaluate the amended mapping and GEM lookup
table procedures, the PIES-derived hydrographic struc-
ture and current shear inferred from tindex are compared
with properties and currents directly measured by the
Seagliders and ADCPs, respectively. The four tested
procedures are 1) the original processing method in
which the t mean field is derived from PIES measure-
ments, tmean PIES; 2) an amended method using a single
GEM and a mean field derived from the historical
dataset, tmeanHist; 3) as in procedure 2, but with themean
field derived from all the available hydrography (which is
primarily Seaglider data acquired during the experiment,
supplemented with historical CTD data), tmean SG; and
4) a two-GEM solution, using the mean field as in pro-
cedure 3 (Seaglider), tmean SG_EW. Below, the thermo-
cline depths inferred from the PIES measurements via
these four procedures are compared with the thermo-
cline depths observed by the Seaglider. Further, the
vertical shears calculated from the specific volume
anomaly profiles obtained via the four PIES processing
procedures are also comparedwith the Seaglider-derived
shear profiles. Finally, the baroclinic (relative) geo-
strophic volume transports are calculated and compared
for both PIES and Seaglider sections.
a. Thermocline depth and current shear
The different processing methodologies are first
evaluated with respect to their ability to accurately
reproduce the depth of the thermocline across the
Kuroshio as compared with Seaglider observations.
Between 29 November 2012 and 31 May 2013, 15 Sea-
glider sections were acquired across the Kuroshio, and
based on these observations, we define the thermocline
depth as the depth of the 168C isotherm, which is the
most steeply sloped isotherm across the sections. For all
15 sections, and at each grid cell, the average depth
difference between the thermocline measured by the
Seaglider and that inferred from the mapped tindex (and
the temperature GEM) is calculated (Table 1). The rms
error averaged over the 11 grid cells separating H1 and
H4 yields 25.7m for tmean PIES, 21.8m for tmeanHist, and
17.2m for tmean SG, which represents a decrease in error
of 15% and 33%, respectively. The maximum decrease
is obtained with tmean SG_EW, with an rms error of 15.1m,
or an error drop (relative to the standard processing
procedure) of 41%.
The improved thermocline estimates are illustrated in
Fig. 6, which displays the isotherm contours obtained
from a representative Seaglider section in each panel
(shading and black contours) and the isotherms derived
from the contemporaneous PIES observations using the
four different t processing procedures (white contours
in Figs. 6a–d). The amended mapping and GEM pro-
cedures (Figs. 6b–d) improve not only the structure of
the thermocline (168C isotherm) relative to the standard
procedure (Fig. 6a), but also the temperature structure at
other depths. The rendering of the whole hydrographic
structure is improved when using the hydrography-based
mean fields, and the best results are obtained with
tmean SG and tmean SG_EW. While the use of tmean SG_EW
episodically deteriorates the depth determination of the
uppermost isotherms compared to tmean SG, it systemati-
cally improves that of all the other isotherms, especially
those below 500dbar (e.g., Figs. 6c and 6d). These im-
provements through the amended processing schemes
are also valid when considering results in terms of specific
volume anomaly profiles (not shown).
As expected, the improved thermocline depth esti-
mates are accompanied by a better determination of
the horizontal density gradients across the array, and
hence of the vertical shear in the horizontal currents. To
TABLE 1. Thermocline depth rms error for four procedures of the PIES processing as described in section 3.
Longitude
Mean field 1228 122.18 122.28 122.38 122.48 122.58 122.68 122.78 122.88 122.98 1238
Thermocline depth
rms error (m)
tmean PIES 44.0 42.4 37.9 32.2 20.2 18.3 16.7 16.3 16.7 18.0 19.9
tmean Hist 44.0 30.1 30.6 32.8 24.1 18.2 16.5 15.2 9.0 8.5 11.1
tmean SG 26.2 25.3 23.2 21.0 18.5 19.6 14.9 9.3 10.3 9.6 11.1
tmean SG_EW (2 GEMS) 23.2 19.5 16.3 19.9 19.3 16.3 12.8 9.3 9.3 8.7 11.7
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quantify the improvement with respect to the velocity
shear achieved through the amended procedures, we
calculate the velocity shear derived from Seaglider
measurements during each of its 15 cross sections [using
measured temperature and salinity profiles, and thermal
wind relation, Eq. (2)]. Subsequently, we compare this
shear with that obtained simultaneously from tmean PIES
and tmean SG_EW (and tmean SG). The results calculated
between the surface and 800m (Table 2) show that the
error decreases in each grid cell between 122.18 and
122.98E. The error is reduced by 22% across the whole
array and by nearly 40% near the center of the section,
where the shear is the largest.
b. Baroclinic volume transport
We compare the baroclinic (relative) volume trans-
port obtained from the four different processing meth-
odologies with that obtained from the Seaglider during
each of its 15 cross sections (Fig. 7). The baroclinic
volume transports are calculated by integrating velocity
shears from 0 to 1000dbar and from 122.108 to 122.878E,
and are calculated relative to an 800-dbar-level of no
motion. To account for the temporal mismatch between
the ;6–12-daylong Seaglider sections and the twice-
daily PIES estimates, the 15 corresponding PIES-
derived transports are averaged within 62 days of the
median date of each Seaglider crossing.
The baroclinic transports obtained from tmean PIES are
generally lower than the Seaglider transports, exhibiting
an rms difference of 7.8 Sv (1 Sv[ 106m3 s21). The PIES
results processed with the Seaglider-based mean fields
are closer to the Seaglider-derived transports, with an rms
difference of 3.6Sv (tmean SG) and 3.4Sv (tmean SG_EW).
The tmeanHist-processed data yield an intermediate error
of 5.5 Sv. While the difference between the PIES-derived
and Seaglider-derived baroclinic transports is consider-
ably reduced with the use of tmean SG, it remains sig-
nificant, as it represents around 20% of the average
FIG. 6. Temperature section measured by Seaglider between 22 and 27 Apr 2013. The black
contours represent the isotherms measured by the Seaglider, and the white contours are those
same isotherms derived from the PIES array processed with four different procedures: t mean
field from (a) PIES (tmean PIES), (b) historical hydrographic data (tmean Hist), (c) seaglider
(t mean SG), and (d) seaglider and two separate GEMs for converting t to temperature profiles
(tmean SG_EW).
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baroclinic transport. This difference could be explained,
in part, by the aliasing generated by the Seaglider, as it
usually takes 6–12 days to complete a cross section, as
well as the residual error in the GEM. In spite of the
;3.5-Sv rms difference between the PIESs’ and Sea-
glider’s baroclinic transports during the 15 discrete sec-
tions, the baroclinic transports averaged over the time of
the 15 Seaglider sections are very close to the PIES-
derived transport averaged over the same timing, with
15.6Sv estimated by the Seaglider, 14.5Sv with tmean SG,
and 14.7Sv with tmean SG_EW.
c. Absolute volume transport
The PIES-derived absolute volume transports [cal-
culated from VAbs(800), the reference absolute velocity
at 800m in (11)] are evaluated here through two in-
dependent comparisons. First, 15 PIES-derived esti-
mates are compared with absolute transports obtained
from the contemporaneous 15 Seaglider sections
(Fig. 8a). For this comparison the Seaglider-derived
shears are referenced using the glider’s vertically aver-
aged currents (e.g., Todd et al. 2011) and the absolute
volume transports are all calculated for the layer from
the surface to 1000dbar (which is the vertical limit of the
glider dives). The second comparison is made between
the absolute transport time series derived from the PIES
and that determined from the ADCP moorings along
the M line (Fig. 8b). In this case, transports are for the
layer between the surface and 600 dbar, following Lien
et al. (2014), who extrapolate their ADCP measure-
ments to these levels in order to capture a larger part of
the Kuroshio transport. In both comparisons, the zonal
integration range is set to 122.108–122.878E, which cor-
responds to the zonal extent of the ADCP array.
The 0–1000-dbar-layer transport time series derived
from the PIESs (Fig. 8a) show that, regardless of the
mean tindex field used, all absolute transports obtained
from a singleGEMcompare less well with the Seaglider-
derived transport than do those calculated from a two-
GEM solution. The best agreement between the PIESs’
and the Seaglider’s absolute transport estimates is
indeed obtained with tmean SG EW yielding an rms dif-
ference of 1.8 Sv between PIES-derived and Seaglider-
derived values. The occasional large differences
between the tmean SG and tmean SG EW transport esti-
mates (relative to the Seaglider-derived estimates)
TABLE 2. Baroclinic shear (from surface to 800 dbar) and rms error of shear at each grid cell, as obtained from the original procedure
(tmean PIES), a seaglider based t mean field (tmean SG) and the seaglider based mean field associated to two separate GEMs for converting
t to specific volume anomaly profiles (tmean SG_EW).
Longitude
122.18 122.28 122.38 122.48 122.58 122.68 122.78 122.88 122.98
Shear (1023 s21) 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.3
tmean PIES 0.78 0.72 0.69 0.68 0.68 0.76 0.72 0.63 0.66
Normalized error tmean SG 0.72 0.60 0.53 0.48 0.45 0.55 0.60 0.59 0.64
tmean SG_EW 0.69 0.56 0.48 0.43 0.43 0.53 0.60 0.58 0.61
FIG. 7. Time series of the Kuroshio baroclinic volume transport obtained from the PIES four
different processing procedures and the 15 Seaglider sections. The volume transport was in-
tegrated between 122.108 and 122.878E and from surface to 1000m, relative to 800m.
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demonstrates that the choice of a single GEM or sepa-
rate GEMs is crucial in impacting the absolute velocities
estimates. This is surprising in light of the limited in-
fluence of two GEMs on the integrated baroclinic ve-
locity results (section 3b).
The comparison between the 0–600-dbar absolute
transport time series derived from the ADCPs and that
from the PIESs with tmean SG EW (Fig. 8b) yields an rms
difference of 3.0 Sv. The average transport is 13.1 Sv for
the ADCP-derived transports (i.e., the total transport
with geostrophic and ageostrophic contributions) and
14.2 Sv for the (leveled) PIES-derived transports (i.e.,
the absolute geostrophic transport). The mismatch be-
tween the two time series is particularly large from July
to the middle of September 2012. Thereafter, the PIES
and ADCP transports agree well with only short periods
of mismatch.
4. Discussion
a. Sensitivity of the transport estimates to the mean
tindex field
The comparisons of PIES, Seaglider, and ADCP
datasets demonstrate that the amended procedures for
mapping the tindex led to substantial improvement in
determining the hydrographic structure and baroclinic
volume transports from PIESs. The use of separate
GEMs further improves the thermocline depth de-
termination at some locations northeast of Luzon. The
baroclinic volume transport comparison delineated in
section 3b, however, exhibits no marked difference be-
tween the time series obtained with a single GEM or
separate GEMs. This implies that the use of separate
GEMs has little influence on the depth- and distance-
integrated result, and that the choice of the mean tindex
field is the crucial element in determining the accuracy
of volume transport estimates between two fixed end-
points. This can be explained by the amplitude of the
zonal gradient of tindex determined by the different
mapping methodologies. The difference of tindex be-
tween H1 and H4 is only 2ms when using tmean PIES,
(Fig. 4a), but it reaches 3.2ms with tmean SG (Fig. 4c).
This difference led to the 7.8- and 3.4-Sv rms difference
with the Seaglider-derived transport (Fig. 7). It appears
that the much narrower tindex range obtained from
the original processing method is due to the un-
derestimation of tindex at the westernmost station and its
overestimation at the easternmost location. Since pro-
cessing the data with tmean SGEW uses the same t field
as tmean SG, no significant volume transport difference
FIG. 8. (a) Time series of the Kuroshio absolute geostrophic volume transport obtained from
the four different PIES processing procedures and the 15 Seaglider sections, with all transports
integrated between 0 and 1000 dbar. (b) Integrated 0–600-dbar volume transport time series
derived from the six ADCP moorings of the M line (black), from the PIES processed with
tmean SG EW (red), and from the Seagliders (green stars). All volume transports in (a) and
(b) were integrated between 122.108 and 122.878E. In (a), note that some of the curves overlay
some periods of time.
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exists between the two methods. For the historical data–
based field, the west–east tindex difference amounts to
2.8ms. As a result, tmean Hist yields significantly better
results than the PIES-derived mean field, but it still
presents a volume transport rms difference of 5.4 Sv
(Fig. 7). The relatively high error might be due to the
poor sampling density of this historical data field, which
contains only 157 profiles in an area of ;10 000 km2. To
clarify this issue, we calculate the PIES-derived baro-
clinic volume transports obtained from nine different
tmean fields, each of these including a different number
of Seaglider casts. The rms difference with the Seaglider
transports is subsequently estimated. To facilitate the
comparison, all t mean fields are calculated with similar
smoothing values for the Barnes interpolation, xr 5
0.158, yr 5 0.158 (see the appendix). For each of the 10
grid cells separating H1 from H4, we determine the
number of casts included within a xr/2 radius centered
on each of the grid cells and calculate an average of
these 10 values. This average number of casts available
for the Barnes interpolation is then plotted against the
volume transport rms difference as shown in Fig. 9.
Based on these results, it appears that the rms differ-
ence exponentially drops, with a 2 e-folding scale of 23
profiles.
The high errors initially generated by the use of
tmean PIES are also mainly caused by the very poor
sampling in the region northeast of Luzon and the lim-
ited number of data for conducting the t conversion
operations. In particular, H4, a crucial instrument, as it is
the easternmost station of the array, is located at more
than 4000-m depth, where only 32 deep stations were
available for the determination of the slope a1 [Eq. (3)].
This possibly explains that the largest discrepancy
between the mapped tindex obtained with tmean PIES
(1.0560 s) and that produced by tmean SG (1.0552 s) is
found at this station (Figs. 4a and 4c). The amplitude
of the error generated by the original processing method
can be reduced by frequent CTD sampling in the study
region. However, limited ship time, the loss of some of
the array’s instruments, and a lack of deep casts in the
historical record often prevent an accurate determina-
tion of a mean t field by the PIESs, as exemplified in
our case.
b. Baroclinic and absolute current velocity and
structure
The use of a single GEM or separate GEMs has little
influence on baroclinic volume transport estimates, but
it generates notable changes in the current structure, as
shown in Fig. 10. The reversal of the current at depths
greater than 500m and surface intensification are better
captured when using separate GEMs for the western
and eastern regions. When compared with the single-
GEM solution tmean SG, the use of two GEMs generally
strongly enhances the upper-layer current and reduces
the velocities below 200m on the western half of the
array. The opposite is true on the array’s eastern half,
but to a much lesser extent. The results in Table 2
demonstrate that these changes of the current structure
due to the use of separate GEMs reduce significantly the
estimate’s error. Figure 10 also demonstrates that the
PIES-derived baroclinic current structure matches very
well that of the Seaglider below ;150–200m, while the
upper-layer current is often underestimated. This un-
derestimation might be caused by the larger error ex-
isting across the whole GEMs in the upper layers (this
increased error is related to the larger variability in hy-
drographic properties existing in these layers), which is
likely to reduce the amplitude of temperature and spe-
cific volume anomaly gradients across the GEM at these
depths. This may then explain the slight underestima-
tion of the averaged PIES-derived baroclinic volume
transport (14.8 Sv over the periods corresponding to the
15 Seaglider sections) against that obtained by the
Seaglider (15.6 Sv).
The improvement in defining the current structure is
likely the cause for the improved absolute transport
estimates obtained with tmean SG EW. While the leveling
leads to a significant improvement for tmean PIES and
tmean Hist in terms of volume transport, optimal results
can be reached only through a finer current structure
determination. This is exemplified in Fig. 11, which
displays the depth-averaged velocity across the array in
the upper 400m (Fig. 11a) and between 400 and 1000m
(Fig. 11b). The velocities determined by the Seaglider
are also shown as a reference. For tmean PIES, the leveling
leads to a considerable decrease of the volume transport
error (7.6 Sv for baroclinic transport vs 4.2 Sv for abso-
lute transport), yet, the velocity time series (blue curves)
FIG. 9. Average number of casts available for the objective
mapping of each grid cell along the PIES array vs rms difference of
baroclinic volume transport, referred to as the 15 Seaglider trans-
port estimates. A two-term exponential model is fitted to the data
(solid black curve).
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of Fig. 11 demonstrate that the current structure is not
accurately determined. The current is underestimated in
the upper layer and overestimated below 400m. This
pattern is also visible for tmean Hist to a lesser extent. In
the case of tmean SG, the thermocline depth results
(Table 1; Fig. 6) indicate that the hydrography and
baroclinic current structure are better rendered than for
tmean PIES and tmean Hist . But the lower absolute volume
transport and velocities of t mean SG (green curves in
Figs. 8 and 11) suggest that the absolute velocities are
often underestimated at various levels. The results of
tmean SG EW however combine an improved definition of
the baroclinic current structure and more accurate ab-
solute volume transport and velocities at the upper
levels, and in many instances at the lower levels. The
marked difference in the absolute velocities of tmean SG
and tmean SGEW could arise from the refined de-
termination of the deep hydrography (Fig. 6d) and deep
current shear (Figs. 10d and 10h) generated by the use of
two GEMs. A better determination of the deep shear
should indeed translate into different values in Eq. (9)
for the term (1/T)Tt50
Ð 2400m
2di [›(VBC)/›z]dz. At each
PIES site, this term is always of higher magnitude when
using tmean SG than tmean SG EW. Concurrently, the term
(1/T)Tt50V(t, 400) is also always of lower magnitude
than the PIES-integrated shear. The velocity adjust-
ment generated by the leveling process will then re-
duce the resulting absolute velocities as strongly as the
difference between 1/TTt50
Ð 2400m
2di [›(VBC)/›z] dz and
(1/T)Tt50V(t, 400m) is large, thus decreasing the
transport of tmean SG more than it does for tmean SG EW.
Last, it appears that most of the contribution for the
higher value of the PIES-integrated shear of tmean SG
is from the shear below 800 dbar (not shown). We
therefore conclude that the improved estimation of
the deep hydrography (Fig. 6d) and velocity shear
allowed by the use of two separate GEMs is crucial
in improving the majority of the absolute velocities
estimates.
c. Discrepancies between ADCP- and PIES-derived
transports
Though the agreement between ADCP-derived
transports and PIES-derived transports is generally
excellent, the absolute volume transport results in
Fig. 8b display significant discrepancies between
the time series obtained from PIES and those from
the ADCP during several periods throughout the year
of deployment. These discrepancies may arise from
the differing nature of the quantities estimated by
the ADCP and PIES. The former measures both the
geostrophic and ageostrophic components of the cur-
rent; whereas only the absolute geostrophic current is
derived from PIES. Some of the periods of large dis-
crepancies between the two volume transport time series
may be associated with the mesoscale eddy–Kuroshio
FIG. 10. Baroclinic velocity sections across the PIES array sampled (left) 17–24 Jan 2013 and (right) 12–25 Feb 2013. The velocity data
are inferred from measurements by (a),(e) Seaglider; (b),(f) PIES processed with tmean SG and two GEMs; and (c),(g) with tmean SG and
a singleGEM. (d),(h)Velocity difference between the two-GEMand single-GEM solutions. The level of nomotion in all cases is 800 dbar.
In the six upper plots, the green (thick black) contour represents the 0m s21 (1m s21) isotach and the light contours represent the 0.25, 0.5,
and 0.75m s21 isotachs. In the two lower panels, thin isotachs indicate intervals of 0.025m s21 with solid (dotted) lines for the positive
(negative) velocity difference and the thick black line is the 0m s21 limit.
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interactions reported in Lien et al. (2014), as in June,
July, and December 2012, while some others seem un-
related to such influence (August–September 2012).
The detailed analysis of the differences between ADCP-
and PIES-derived transports is the subject of an ongoing
study.
5. Summary and conclusions
In this paper, we develop modifications to the pro-
cessing procedure of PIES data that are particularly
adapted to environments with 1) water masses having
distinct properties that cannot be resolved by an in-
tegrated measure like t, 2) limited hydrographic pro-
files available for the t conversion process, and 3) a
steep and complex topography. This alternative meth-
odology leads to notable improvements in reproducing
the hydrographic and baroclinic structure, as well as
baroclinic volume transport across a western boundary
current.
The original processing procedure described in
Donohue et al. (2010) includes the conversion of the
tmeasured at the instrument’s level to a reference level,
tindex. This involves the use of both historical hydro-
graphic data and full-depth hydrographic profiles ac-
quired simultaneously with the PIES measurements.
The tindex is then objectively mapped using amean field
and a residual field. The mean field is obtained from
the time averaging of the PIES t index record. Mapped
tindex are then converted to full-depth profiles of tem-
perature and specific volume anomaly using GEM
lookup tables.
One of the two main sources of discrepancy associ-
ated with this procedure occurs during the conversion of
the t measured by the PIES to the t index to which GEM
lookup tables are referenced. The error of ;0.7ms re-
ported by Donohue et al. (2010) is likely to be larger if
only a limited number of full-depth hydrographic pro-
files are available for the t conversion, a situation that is
more likely to happen for deep instruments. The error is
then propagated during the objective mapping process.
We circumvent this problem by replacing the mean
tindex field derived from the PIES by a mean field cal-
culated from CTD data. By using a dataset of hydro-
graphic casts captured by two Seagliders sampling
simultaneously with the PIES deployments, large im-
provements are obtained in determining the thermo-
cline depth across the array (37% decrease), baroclinic
current shear (22% decrease), and baroclinic velocity
and transport (61%). Even when using a t mean field
calculated from a coarsely sampled historical dataset
(157 casts in an area of ;180km 3 60km), significant
FIG. 11. (a) The 7-day low-pass-filtered time series of depth-averaged current across the PIES
array and each Seaglider section, (a) 0–400 dbar and (b) 400–1000 dbar. The color code is
identical to that of Figs 8a and 6.
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improvements can still be achieved. The performance of
an historical data–based t mean field can actually be
considerably improved when at least ;20 independent
profiles are available around each grid cell; and we
recommend PIES users to regularly conduct CTD
sampling during the period of PIES observations to
reach this figure, preferably with the CTD casts evenly
distributed in time.
Another source of errors in the PIES processing stems
from the use of a single GEM in those frontal regions
where neighboring water masses with very different
hydrographic properties generate identical travel times
and thus large errors in the GEM lookup tables. In this
case, using separate GEMs on each side of the front
strongly reduces the GEM rms error, improves the
thermocline depth determination, and ensures a more
accurate reproduction of the baroclinic current struc-
ture. This procedure is particularly relevant along the
Kuroshio path, as South China Sea waters interact with
the North Pacific waters from the Luzon Strait to the
east of Taiwan, the Okinawa trough, and even as far as
southern Japan (Chen 2005).
PIES can also provide absolute geostrophic current
profiles from the use of its pressure data and measure-
ments of a reference current. The method developed
by Andres et al. (2008) is based on the comparison of
PIES pressure data, PIES-derived baroclinic velocity,
and absolute velocity concurrently measured by a cur-
rent meter attached to a PIES instrument (CPIES). To
estimate the absolute current velocity from PIES, we
adapt the aforementioned method for the use of
ADCPs instead of a bottom-mounted current meter as a
reference for the PIES pressure data. The resulting
absolute volume transport time series compare well
with those derived from the ADCP with an rms dif-
ference of 3.0 Sv. Except for a period of ;90 days near
the beginning of the measurements during which the
PIES estimates are higher than those of the ADCP,
there is little discrepancy between the two time series.
The large differences are likely related to the occur-
rence of ageostrophic processes that have yet to be
elucidated.
In summary, the hydrography-based t mean field will
lead to improved estimates if a sufficiently large number
of historical hydrographic data are available for the
calculation of the mean field, and when there are a
limited number of hydrographic casts available for the
conversion of t to tindex. Improvements are also ex-
pected in those frontal regions where instrument spacing
is large relative to the width of the front and in cases of
missing or erroneous t data at some of an array’s sites. In
other cases, the original procedure should provide
comparable results to the revised procedure.
The use of two separate GEMs is relevant in study
regions where different water masses with a similar
t may exist across a front. This procedure leads to an
improvement of the deep baroclinic shear, and in turn to
absolute velocity estimates. In the case of a temporal
ambiguity in interpreting t (rather than spatial ambi-
guity), the use of a multi-index GEM procedure (Park
et al. 2005) may be more appropriate. In the absence of
temporal or spatial t ambiguity, a single-GEM solution
is adequate.
For a dataset such as ours, the tindex processing and
leveling methodologies proposed in our study yield
better qualitative and quantitative estimates of the hy-
drography and current velocity, which are essential for
the combined study of baroclinic and barotropic cur-
rents, and the determination of time-varying current
velocity at given reference levels across a western
boundary current.
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APPENDIX
Determination of an Optimal Barnes Smoothing
Length Scale for Generating a Mean tindex Field
The zonal and horizontal smoothing length scales are
chosen as a trade-off between limiting the error associ-
ated with the interpolation of tindex within each gridded
cell, which is obtained with small smoothing scales, and
benefiting from a large spatial correlation between each
cell, which is attained with large smoothing scales. For
this purpose, we establish the  index, which takes into
account these two parameters, as follows:
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
(xr,yr)
5
1
N
 &ftindex[x(i)]g
gjxr,yr
.
Here, xr and yr represent the zonal and meridional
length scales, respectively; x(i) refers to each grid cell
betweenH1 andH4; andN5 1, 2, . . . , i, to the number of
cells along the latitude of interest (18.758N). The nu-
merator & expresses the interpolation error, and the
denominator g represents the magnitude of smoothing.
These terms are obtained as follows:
The term & is a quantity calculated at each grid cell,
being the standard deviation of the tindex derived
from every casts included within xr, yr. This stan-
dard deviation is weighted by the Barnes interpo-
lation weighting coefficients.
The term g is obtained after determination of the
gridded tindex values.We first calculate the standard
deviation of the gridded tindex along 18.758N ob-
tained through the Barnes scheme at a given xr and
yr: tindex(x)barnes.
We also calculate the standard deviation of the gridded
tindex obtained via a classic averaging of all tindex in-
cluded within the 10-km-sided cells: tindex(x)mean, g is the
ratio of the former on the latter, and
gjxr,yr5
s[t
index
(x)]
barnesjxr,yr
s[t
index
(x)]
mean
;
hence, the larger the smoothing scale is, the smaller the
ratio becomes.
Therefore, both g and & decrease for larger smooth-
ing scales, but they do so unequally, and the optimum
pair of (xr, yr) is the one that minimizes . For tmean SG,
we obtain xr 5 0.308 and yr 5 0.228, whereas for
tmean Hist, xr5 0.148 and yr5 0.308. This difference may
be explained by the data density and distribution of the
two fields. For tmean SG, more data are available zonally
than meridionally (Fig. 1), and the best trade-off be-
tween error and smoothing is found at relatively larger
zonal scales. Conversely, for tmean Hist the data density
in both zonal and meridional directions is equally low.
This shortcoming may be compensated by the co-
herence of hydrography properties along the Kuroshio
flow, leading to a larger meridional than zonal
smoothing scale.
The use of these figures yields better (thermocline
depth, baroclinic, and absolute transport) estimations
than arbitrarily chosen smoothing length scales. Testing
shows however that using smoothing length scales of
xr 5 0.158 and yr 5 0.158—that is, one and a half times
the grid spacing—generates volume transports esti-
mates within 0.5 Sv of those shown in this study.
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